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Cognitive scientists have long been concerned with the origins of human knowledge. Over the last
several decades, researchers have used the behavioral tools of developmental psychology to characterize
the infant mind and chart the course of developmental change. Nonetheless, fundamental questions
concerning the origins of human cognition remain open. In this chapter, we argue that the methodological
and conceptual tools of neuroscience can provide unique insights, complimenting what has been learned
from behavioral methods alone. We begin by highlighting several questions at stake in research on
cognitive development: these questions concern 1) the extent to which human cognition depends on
domain-specific vs. domain-general mechanisms 2) the precise form and content of mature cognitive
representations, 3) the interplay between innate structure and learning in the emergence of these
representations, and 4) possible continuities and discontinuities over development. We use two case
studies—face perception and theory of mind—to review the challenges associated with each of these
questions, and discuss how neuroscience can be brought to bear on them. For each case study, we argue
that the tools of neuroscience have already made fruitful contributions, and sketch out ways that existing
approaches could yield further progress in these domains.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades, developmental psychologists have charted the development of
human cognitive abilities with extraordinary breadth and precision (1). This research has revealed rich
representational resources available remarkably early in life (2), as well as cases of surprisingly
prolonged, piece-meal development (3). Still, despite this exciting progress, many of the most
fundamental questions concerning the origins of human cognition remain unanswered.
Here, we propose that theories and methods of neuroscience could contribute to this endeavor,
focusing on four classes of outstanding questions. First, there is a long-standing debate in cognitive
science regarding human cognitive architecture (4,5): does the mind consist of a few general-purpose
mechanisms carrying out diverse functions, or a larger number of functionally-specialized mechanisms
tailored to computational demands of specific domains? For any given cognitive phenomenon, what are
the contributions of domain-specific and general-purpose systems? Second, we must understand how the
assumptions of the domain are represented, and how those representations support domain-relevant
operations. Characterizing the form and content of mature cognitive representations is a prerequisite for
understanding the developmental processes that yield them.
This brings us to a third question: what is the initial state of the human mind (i.e. what is specified
genetically?) and what are the mechanisms that yield mature cognition from these initial resources?
Mechanisms of change could include both experience-independent maturational mechanisms, as well as
learning mechanisms that yield qualitatively new representational systems (1,6). For any domain, we want
to understand the interplay between innate structure and learning in the emergence of adult-like
representations. A final, related question concerns possible continuities and discontinuities in cognitive
mechanisms over development. Does behavioral change correspond to the emergence of entirely new
mechanisms, or on the tuning and refining of existing systems?
For each of these issues, we argue that the vocabulary, tools, and phenomena of neuroscience
provide insights that complement what has been learned from behavioral methods alone. Given that
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cognitive science ultimately aims to understand the human mind at multiple levels (e.g. computational,
algorithmic, implementational; 7), characterizing the neural basis of human cognition is an important
enterprise in its own right. However, in the present chapter, we make a stronger claim: that neuroscience
can inform the level of analysis typically of interest to researchers in cognitive psychology and cognitive
development (e.g. 1). While Marr argued that different levels of analysis could be pursued independently,
a premise of modern cognitive neuroscience is that these levels inform and constrain one another, and that
theories and phenomena from cognitive psychology can thus guide understanding of neural function. We
propose that this relationship is partially symmetric, and that the study of cognitive development can
benefit from theories and findings of neuroscience. We advance this proposal in the context of two case
studies: face perception and theory of mind.
We use three general criteria as evidence for a “contribution” to the study of human cognitive
development. First, neuroscience methods could provide evidence that converges with results of
behavioral studies (e.g. looking time), possibly ruling out alternative explanations of the behavior.
Second, neuroscience could enable comparison with relevant populations (e.g. different species,
developmental history), allowing us to “look under the hood” in populations otherwise difficult to study
effectively. Finally, and most excitingly, neuroscience could provide evidence that differs qualitatively
from what we learn from behavior. In particular, we argue that neuroscience can provide a unique window
into intermediate stages in a hierarchy or processing stream, allowing access to representations that are
encapsulated from awareness or even behavior. This is itself a deep contribution to cognitive science, as it
provides constraints on the algorithms by which information is transformed during processing and
inference. Moreover, these insights can provide hypotheses and tools for charting the emergence of
different levels of representation over human development, and can yield novel predictions for behavioral
studies. In some cases, neuroscience has already made such contributions; in others, the data are not yet
available and we focus on potential contributions. Our goal is not to provide a comprehensive review of
developmental cognitive neuroscience, but instead to sketch a roadmap for research integrating
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neuroscience, cognitive psychology, and developmental science to understand the human mind and brain.
FACE PERCEPTION
For a social species, faces are an essential source of information. A conspecific’s face signals
identity (8), attention (9), and emotion (10,11), and we can recognize hundreds of distinct faces, even
under highly variable conditions (e.g. lighting, viewpoint, position: (12). What mechanisms subserve this
ability, and how do they emerge in human development?
Domain-specificity.
Behaviorally, face processing exhibits signatures of a specialized perceptual mechanism (13–15).
Nevertheless, cognitive scientists have long debated whether face-processing depends on mechanisms
specialized for face perception, or on more general-purpose visual systems (16–19). Research in cognitive
neuroscience has contributed to this debate by revealing large patches of the human cortical surface that
are selectively involved in face perception. A region of the mid-fusiform gyrus (termed fusiform face
area, FFA), for example, exhibits a reliably stronger response to faces compared to non-face objects
(20,21). The face response is robust across stimulus sets and presentation parameters (22–24), responding
more to identical sensory input when perceived as a face versus not (25). The FFA’s response to faces is
twice as strong as the response to any non-preferred stimulus (see (5,22) for review) and selectivity is
observed even in the response of individual neurons (26,27).
Moreover, the response in the FFA is tightly linked to face-processing behaviors: it converges
with well-established signatures of face perception from behavioral psychophysics (28–30), and is related
to face detection and recognition performance on a trial-by-trial basis (31). Damage to the FFA is
associated with selective deficits in face memory and recognition (32,33) and variability in the FFA
response predicts individual differences in face recognition (34,35). While the FFA has been studied most
extensively, many of these characteristics are shared by other face-selective regions, including the
occipital face area (OFA) and a region of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) selective for dynamic faces
(36,37). Together, an extensive body of research suggests that this set of cortical regions is responsible for
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solving core computational challenges of detecting and recognizing conspecific faces.
Face representations and computations.
Beyond providing evidence for domain-specificity, this selectivity opens the door for investigating
the internal workings of this cortical system. Neuroscientists are now well positioned to test how
populations of neurons within face-selective regions perform the computations required for face
processing (e.g. transforming retinal input into invariant identity representations that generalize across
viewpoint and expression; (38). A precise characterization of these representations is a fundamental goal
in its own right, and an essential step in charting the development of these mechanisms. Having identified
a face-selective network, neuroscientists can now probe its intermediate stages, allowing access to
representations difficult to study behaviorally.
Here, the most exciting work has come from monkey neurophysiology. Like humans, macaque
monkeys exhibit selective cortical responses to faces (27), forming a set of six interconnected regions (39)
that are causally involved in facial discrimination (40). Although the precise extent of homology between
macaque and human face networks remains poorly understood (41,42), there appear to be deep parallels
in functional organization across these two species (43,44)1. Thus, the diverse tools of systems
neuroscience can be used to characterize the representations in different face-selective regions. By
characterizing the response profiles of single neurons (e.g. what stimulus parameters drive neuronal firing,
and what is the tuning function like?), and the information that can be read out (“decoded”) from activity
across a given population of neurons, this research can provide constraints on the algorithms that solve
facial recognition in the primate brain. This, in turn, can provide a roadmap for understanding face
perception in the human brain. An elegant line of work using these techniques has begun to piece together
the series of representations that support face detection and face recognition.
While some of speculated about regions in the macaque ventral stream that may be analogous to human
FFA (43,44), it remains unclear whether there is a direct region-to-region mapping between the macaque
and human face network (41,42).
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The most posterior region of the macaque face network (posterior lateral: PL) is hypothesized to
play a role in the initial detection of faces. A bottom-up investigation of the features that drive this region
revealed a surprising profile: neurons in PL respond maximally to the presence of an eye surrounded by a
face boundary in the top contralateral visual field (45). Many have proposed that face detection relies on a
whole-face template, rather than combining simpler feature detectors (46–48). However, neural responses
in PL were additive (cells responded to a face boundary and eye in insolation) and did not depend on faceappropriate configuration of the eye within the contour. Thus, the earliest stages of face detection may
depend on summation over relatively simple, retinotopically localized eye-like features and contours,
rather than conjunctions or whole-face templates (45).
More anterior regions of the macaque face network (middle lateral: ML, middle fundus: MF)
appear to also play a role in face detection, but with a different profile. In one study (49), monkeys viewed
artificial images that varied the local contrast relations between face parts (e.g. left eye versus nose).
Neurons in regions ML/MF were strongly modulated by local signed-contrast relations (which patch is
brighter and darker), with a high proportion of neurons coding contrast relations in the eye region.
Interestingly, neuronal contrast preferences corresponded to the specific contrast differences that are
computationally useful for detecting faces under realistic illumination conditions (50,51). Behavioral
sensitivity to contrast polarity in faces (52,53)2 may therefore stem from this intermediate stage of cortical
face processing where neurons are tuned to local contrast regularities that pick out faces in natural scenes.
PL and ML/MF are the most posterior regions of the macaque face network. Recent research
suggests that the six macaque face regions are organized into a posterior to anterior hierarchy of
increasingly abstract representations of facial identity. For example, in ML/MF, neurons are tuned not
only to local contrast (relevant for face detection), but also to face geometry (relevant for face identity). In
one study (55), monkeys were presented with artificial face stimuli that parametrically varied along 19
dimensions (e.g. iris size, inter-eye distance). Neurons in ML/MF were selective for individual face parts,
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and tuned to the geometries of these face parts, with a particularly high frequency of tuning to facial
layout parameters (e.g. face-aspect ratio) and eye geometry (e.g. iris size). Interestingly, neural responses
to decomposed versions of these face stimuli exhibied significant second-order interactions between
different face parts, indicating sensitivity to higher-level conjunctions. However, the neuronal responses
did not require the context of a complete, upright face. This partial context specificity suggests that in
ML/MF (unlike PL) facial parameters are not represented as isolated low-level features, but are integrated
in a partially configural representation of a face (55).
In another study, monkeys viewed images of 25 individuals in eight different head orientations
(56). In regions ML/MF, the neural patterns were strongly organized around head orientation. Images of
the same orientation were most similar in their neural responses and only a small proportion of cells
(19%) showed significant modulation by identity. Thus, although neurons in in ML/MF code identityrelevant face parameters, the initial representation of that feature space may be relatively intolerant to
transformations like head orientation.
In contrast, the most anterior region (anterior medial: AM) contained a majority (73%) of identitytuned neurons, and these responses were highly tolerant to changes in viewpoint. Interestingly, a region
that falls between these two patches, anterior lateral (AL), seems to form a mid-level representation that
exhibits partial viewpoint invariance (56). Specifically, the pattern of response to same identity is most
similar for mirror-symmetric views (e.g. right and left profile), but not for other changes in orientation.
These results suggest that neurons in AL may reflect an intermediate representation pooling over mirrorsymmetric views of a face, a discovery that may help clarify the algorithms that support invariant face
recognition (38).
These data, combined with other findings of increased invariance across inferior temporal cortex
(e.g. to position: (57)), lend strong support for a hierarchical arrangement of face-selective regions.
Moreover, these results confirm that computations within the face-processing network are spatially
segregated in distinct regions, and provide an initial blueprint for models of face recognition inspired by
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this cortical hierarchy. In sum, neuroscience has compellingly demonstrated the existence of a domainspecific system, and begun to make exciting progress in piecing together the representational stages that
contribute to face-relevant computations. Together, the research characterizing these regions’ functional
specificity and internal feature spaces provides the foundation for asking two related questions about the
development of human face processing.
Developmental Trajectory.
How do human children develop sophisticated face-processing abilities? We argue that some of
the deepest questions regarding the development of human face perception can be informed by the data,
methods, and models of neuroscience. For example, is there any innate basis for human face perception
and if so what are the format and content of these innate representations (question #3 above)? That is,
which aspects of mature face-processing computational machinery are specified genetically and which
aspects are derived from visual experience with faces? A related question (question #4) concerns
continuity in the mechanisms that support face processing over the life span3. In most cases, the data
required to answer these questions are not yet available, but we provide a sketch of a research program
that could make progress.
Given the centrality of faces to successful social functioning, it is unsurprising that the primate
visual system has evolved innate mechanisms for attending to and processing faces (5,58,59). Behavioral
evidence shows that key face processing signatures are present remarkably early in life, with studies of
infants replicating many of the key phenomena from adult psychophysics of face processing (60–63).
Face sensitivity is not dependent on experience with faces, as preferences for faces over comparably
structured non-face objects are present even in neonatal infants (46,52,64) and in animals raised with no
visual experience with faces (65,66).
Still, the scope and extent of innate structure remain unclear. What is the precise computational
This question is related to, but distinct from the question of innate content. There could be relatively
sophisticated innate abilities supported by a developmentally discontinuous system, or continuous
systems that undergo substantial developmental change and refinement.
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role of the innate face representations, and how do these relate to mature face-processing mechanisms? At
one end of the spectrum, some have proposed that the cortical face-processing network is a genetic
adaptation to complex social-communicative demands faced in recent primate evolution (67). An extreme
interpretation of this hypothesis would be that the full structure of the domain-specific cortical mechanism
is specified genetically, supporting all face-relevant computations (e.g. individuation, gaze detection,
expression discrimination) prior to visual experience with faces (59,68). Alternatively, early face
preferences could be supported by relatively minimal innate structure that precedes the cortical hierarchy
described above (69). For example, neonates might possess only a crude perceptual template that biases
attention towards faces, with the rest of the specialized system built from domain-general learning
mechanisms operating over this preferentially attended input (46,70). Of course, there are a variety of
intermediate possibilities between these extremes.
Behavioral evidence for early face processing is insufficient to test these two hypotheses. While
many studies of face-processing have been conducted with preverbal infants, faces are a frequent if not
predominant visual input over the early months (71,72), and it is known that face-processing abilities
undergo experience-dependent change in the first year (63). Thus, studies with neonatal or face-deprived
organisms are most relevant for questions about innate structure. However, most studies with neonates
have focused on visual face preferences (e.g. (52), elucidating the features that guide infants’ attentional
bias for faces (e.g. non-scrambled, upright, appropriate contrast). Evidence for other face relevant
computations is much more limited. Although studies have demonstrated successful recognition of
individual faces (73) though see (74), none of these studies include a comparison to non-face objects, and
therefore leave open the question of whether neonatal individuation relies on mechanisms that are facespecific4. Other proposed signatures of continuity are similarly ambiguous. For example, evidence that
visual orientation to faces in early infancy predicts later individuation performance (75), or that faceMoreover, a comparison with non-face objects would be difficult to interpret: if infants individuate faces
but not non-face objects, might that be because faces are simply more interesting (given the attentional
preference) or more visually discriminable?
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processing abilities and disorders are highly heritable (76–78), could be explained either in terms of an
underlying mechanism that is continuous across development, or an initial attentional bias that gates the
development of a new, experience-dependent mechanism. We propose that neuroscience provides a rich
alternative approach to disambiguate these hypotheses.
First, neuroscience can provide direct signatures for testing whether the same neural mechanism
supports early and later abilities. In addition to the occipitotemporal face network described above,
regions such as the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and amygdala have been argued to support a face
detection system that is fast (79), coarse (80) and unconscious (81,82), perhaps homologous to subcortical
mechanisms for orienting towards prey, predators, and conspecifics across a range of vertebrate taxa (83).
Given that adult face-processing is supported by both subcortical and cortical systems, do infant face
preferences depend on a genetically specified cortical specialization for face processing, or are can they
be fully explained by more primitive subcortical face-processing mechanisms (69,84)? If the latter, what
is the precise role of early visual experience (guided by the innate subcortical system) in the construction
of new domain-specific mechanisms?
Given that these two mechanisms have well-characterized neural markers, the recruitment of
different brain regions can serve as signatures for testing which face-processing mechanisms are
operational early in development. A line of studies attempted to tackle this question by using fMRI to
measure neural response to faces in children: while initial reports suggested prolonged development in the
FFA (85,86), rigorously controlling for confounding variables like motion and temporal signal-to-noise
reveals no reliable differences between children and adults (Dilks, personal communication; (87). Still,
these children have years of exposure to human faces; what neural mechanisms support face-processing in
infancy? Thus far, the dominant tool for investigating the neural basis of early face processing has been
electroencephalogram (EEG). Although this method has poor spatial resolution, its high temporal
resolution could be useful if cortical face regions and subcortical systems were known to differ in their
temporal profiles. However, while many have associated the canonical N170 with cortical mechanisms
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(and shorter latency components with subcortical processing (79)), the source of the N170 has yet to be
conclusively determined (88–90). Moreover, some have suggested that seemingly equivalent components
may have a different source in adults and children (59). Empirically, claims of face-specific EEG signals
in infancy and childhood have also been inconsistent across studies. While some studies report an “infant
N170”, this face-specific component occurs with ~100ms greater latency, and is more medially
distributed compared to the adult N170. Furthermore, key properties of the N170 are absent at early ages:
whereas a late positive component (P400) shows sensitivity to inversion in young infants, an inversion
effect for the N170 does not emerge until 12 months of age (91,92), and other studies report gradual
change in the N170 well into childhood (93). Methods such as fMRI and Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy
(NIRS) provide promising alternatives for measuring neural responses to faces in infancy, as they have
the spatial resolution to directly localize regions involved in early face processing.
Still, infants are heavily exposed to conspecific faces from birth, and face-processing mechanisms
undergo substantial change during the first year (63). Thus, any imaging methods would need to be
brought to very young, or even neonatal, infants in order to conclusively identify innate cortical
mechanisms. A complimentary approach is to measure face responses in developmentally mature
populations that lack visual experience with faces. For example, neuroscientists could measure neural
responses in monkeys following selective deprivation for faces (e.g. (66). If cortical face-selectivity is
observed following controlled-rearing, this would provide strong evidence against the necessity of visual
face experience in the emergence of the cortical face network (see also (94).
So far, we have focused on the question of whether infants’ face processing abilities are supported,
in part, by the cortical mechanism associated with adult face processing. However, there are a variety of
more nuanced questions that neuroscience could help address. Specifically, neuroscience may be useful
for characterizing the structure and content of innate face representations, and the mechanisms of
developmental change. The electrophysiological results reviewed above offer tools for directly measuring
neural feature spaces in experience-deprived monkeys, and hypotheses to guide behavioral studies with
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human infants. In particular, these results make novel and nuanced predictions about intermediate stages
of face-processing, which could motivate new behavioral experiments on the features that affect face
processing in human neonates.
For example, neurons in PL and ML/MF are driven by specific perceptual parameters (eye in
contour and local contrast respectively) that are diagnostic of faces in natural scenes. Do these response
profiles emerge as a result of experience with statistical regularities of faces or are they part of an innate
schema for face detection? This question could be addressed by directly measuring neural responses in
face-selective patches of monkeys reared without face exposure, or via behavioral experiments with
human infants. For example, in PL, a bottom-up approach revealed features of face representations that
are neither simple visual parameters nor holistic perceptions—do these same stimulus properties drive
infant attentional preferences? The research on facial contrast relations provides a particularly strong
example of the way in which neuroscience can motivate and constrain developmental investigations.
Whereas initial behavioral research with human infants focused on the simple distinction between forward
and inverse contrast polarity (95), Ohayon and colleagues (49) demonstrated that the contrast relations
that drive ML/MF neurons are specifically those relevant for picking out faces in natural scenes (e.g. (51).
A recent NIRS study shows that similar contrast sensitivities (particularly intact contrast relations
between the sclera and iris (53)) are reflected in neural responses in infant temporal cortex (96).
Finally, the methods of neuroscience allow us to examine not only the content of innate
representations, but also change/continuity in these representations over development. For example, key
signature of neural face representations is the emergence of viewpoint-invariant identity representations in
anterior face regions (56)—does viewpoint-invariance depend on visual experience with faces (see (97)?
Neonates can reportedly recognize faces across certain viewpoints (73), but it is unknown whether this
ability depends on viewpoint-invariant face representations of the kind documented in AM. Does
developmental change in perceptual invariances reflect the emergence of distinct representations (e.g. a
new cortical region), or altered tuning within existing neural populations?
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A related example comes from the literature on perceptual narrowing. Over the first 9 months of
life, infants’ recognition abilities become restricted to faces of the race and species to which infants are
exposed (98,99). Should we think of this behavioral change in terms of tuning of underlying face feature
spaces within a developmentally continuous system? Given that individual neurons in ML/MF respond
parametrically to specific face features (55), a tempting interpretation of perceptual narrowing would be
that it alters the neural feature space in such regions. For example, there could be an innate feature space
for face individuation that is rich but broadly tuned, and perceptual narrowing might reflect the pruning of
the face-specific features (or ranges of values on those features) to prioritize coding of feature values that
are diagnostic of identity in the infant’s face environment. An alternative possibility is that the innate
feature space is very minimal and infants rely on domain-general representations to discriminate faces. On
this account, perceptual narrowing might reflect a shift to a new set of representations altogether (a
developmental discontinuity), as neurons develop preferential responses to specific geometric parameters
of faces. In principle, the methods of primate neurophysiology offer an exciting avenue for distinguishing
these possibilities. By combining neuroscience with controlled-rearing methods from comparative and
developmental psychology (e.g. (66) ), we may be able to understand not only the nature of such
representational changes, but also the maturational and experiential influences that drive them.
In sum, neuroscience has deepened our understanding of face processing and its emergence over
human development in several ways. First, it has demonstrated the existence of domain-specific
mechanisms for processing faces, backed up by rigorous tests of face-selectivity. Second, it has provided
a more precise description of different stages and levels of representation involved in solving the key
computational challenges of face detection and recognition. Third, it has validated the existence of distinct
cortical and subcortical face-processing systems, and provided reliable signatures to pinpoint the
mechanisms in operation at different ages. And finally, it has provided tools with which we can directly
measure the feature spaces and representational distinctions present in innate face processing machinery,
and characterize change in those feature spaces over development.
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THEORY OF MIND
In this section, we explore the role of neuroscience in the study of a second social function: the
ability to reason about the minds of others using a so-called 'Theory of Mind' (ToM; (100,101). To
explain and predict the behavior of other people, we rely on a coherent set of intuitive principles about
how other minds work. This intuitive theory specifies abstract causal relations between different mental
states (e.g. how desires, expectations, and beliefs determine emotions), between mental states and events
or circumstances in the world (e.g. how a person’s perceptual experiences shape her beliefs), and between
mental states and overt behavior (e.g. that people act so as to bring about their desires and intentions
efficiently). Equipped with these “theory-like” assumptions, we can go beyond observed behaviors to
recover hidden internal states, and recruit inferred mental states for a range of relevant inferences.
Unlike a domain of high-level vision such as face perception, our knowledge of other minds thus
has rich causal structure, expressed over abstract concepts, and is largely independent of stimulus
properties. The methods of neuroscience described above have primarily been developed for
characterizing perceptual systems. Can these methods also make progress in the study of abstract, causal
domains? Theory of mind provides a useful case study for exploring the contributions of current
neuroscientific methods to the study of high-level cognitive processes, as well as the limits of extant
approaches.
Domain-specificity.
On its face, ToM has properties in common with many domains of abstract knowledge. For
example, we might rely on an intuitive theory of the weather to predict that it will rain (e.g. based on the
cloudy sky), and to make inferences about where the storm will move (e.g. based on the wind). Is the
brain equipped with distinct selective mechanisms for each domain of abstract knowledge, or are diverse
domains of reasoning supported by general-purpose mechanisms that support prediction, inference, and
explanation regardless of content? While a domain-general mechanism might seem more plausible, a
number of lines of evidence suggest that mental state reasoning is “special”. For example, theory of mind
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exhibits a unique and systematic developmental trajectory from infancy through late childhood (102), and
the development of this ability is selectively impaired in individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders
(103).
Again, findings from neuroscience provide strong convergent evidence in favor of a domainspecific mechanism. A striking discovery in cognitive neuroscience has been a set of cortical regions—
medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), precuneus (PC), bilateral temporal-parietal junction (TPJ), and bilateral
anterior temporal cortex (ATL)—that respond selectively to reasoning about other’s mental states
(104,105). This selective response is robust and replicable: the ToM regions can be identified in 80-90%
of individual subjects in just 10 minutes of scan time, and can be identified with a wide range of stimuli
and tasks (e.g. (106,107); see (108) for review). The region most selective for mental state content appears
to be the rTPJ; this region shows a higher response when reasoning about a person’s mental states
compared to the same person’s bodily states or physical appearance (109), does not vary with the logical
and executive functioning demands of the task (104,110), and is distinct from nearby regions involved in
representing bodies, actions, and goals (111–113).
The surprisingly selective neural substrate for theory of mind raises further questions concerning
the nature and origins of domain-specificity. What drives the development of functionally-specific
circuitry, and why do some processes get their own large scale, functionally specialized cortical real estate
while others do not (114)? Unlike face processing, reasoning about others’ mental states (particularly
representational states like false beliefs) may not be phylogenetically ancient, nor developmentally
primitive. By traditional measures, it is not until age 4 that children understand that a person’s behavior is
guided by her beliefs ((102); though see below), and the ability to reason about others’ false beliefs
appears to be either uniquely human (115,116) or present in few other species (117). Yet, like perceiving
a face, reasoning about what someone is thinking or feeling appears to rely on a reliable, highly
specialized neural substrate. While we know little about what drives emergence of selectivity for theory of
mind, it does appear to be behaviorally relevant: emerging selectivity in the rTPJ is predictive of behavior
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on a battery of challenging theory of mind problems (118).
ToM representations and computations.
As with face processing, identifying a network of selective regions is only the first step in figuring
out what these regions do. More recent research has investigated the specific aspects of social cognition
that drive the response in particular regions: for example, the rTPJ shows the strongest response for
propositional mental states like beliefs, while the MPFC responds strongly to information about traits,
emotions, and preferences (109,119,120). However, these studies focus on the magnitude of response
across entire regions. As we observed for face perception, many of the most exciting discoveries can
come from fine-grained investigations of the response of individual neurons, or patterns of activity across
populations of neurons. For a human-specific ability like ToM, the invasive tools of neurophysiology are
not feasible. Luckily, a growing literature suggests the same basic approach can be extended to functional
MRI, even though it lacks the spatial resolution of single-unit recordings. Methods such as multi-voxel
pattern analysis (MVPA) allow us to characterize the information contained in distributed patterns of
activity within a cortical region (121,122), meaning we can potentially use neuroscience to characterize
representations even in domains like theory of mind.
A new line of studies using this approach has identified several abstract dimensions of mental
states that can be decoded from the patterns of activity across the rTPJ. Specifically, neural patterns in the
rTPJ distinguish accidental vs. intentional harmful acts (123), the perceptual modality through which
others’ beliefs are formed (visual vs. auditory; (124), and the epistemic validity (good vs. poor evidence)
of different beliefs (125); the discriminability of these neural patterns predicts individual differences in
behavior (123). Together, this growing body of research of shows that it is possible to probe fine-grained
features represented in different theory of mind regions.
This research has focused on epistemic properties of beliefs, but what about the affective or
emotional properties of others’ mental states? A number of studies implicate MPFC in emotion
processing (120), and recent findings suggest that distributed patterns of activity in the MPFC contain
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information about distinct emotions when presented in facial expressions, bodily motions, or tones of
voice (126). More recently, we found that patterns of activity in MPFC reflect an abstract representation
of emotion that can be elicited even by a schematic depiction of the person’s situation (e.g. being
excluded from a social group) even without any overt expression (127). In contrast, patterns of activity in
the FFA could distinguish between positive and negative emotion only when presented in facial
expressions. Finally, a region in posterior temporal cortex (STC), appears to contain a representation of
valence that generalizes across modalities (i.e. faces, bodies and voices in (126) but does not distinguish
trials in which positive versus negative affect are conveyed via the situation (127). Thus, reminiscent of
the intermediate face representations observed in AL (56), STC may contain a representation of others
emotions that is only partially invariant to properties of the stimulus.
In sum, this emerging body of research suggests that, as with face perception, the tools of
neuroscience allow us to make progress on the internal workings of neural systems selective for ToM. We
can identify the various discriminations supported by different regions, and start to understand the way
those discriminations are constructed within a hierarchy of increasingly abstract, invariant representations.
Developmental Trajectory.
Can a deepened understanding of the neural processing stream for theory of mind inform our
understanding of theory of mind development? Despite being one of the most extensively studied
domains, the development of theory of mind is, in many ways, still a mystery. For decades, behavioral
data suggested a dramatic change in the ability to reason about other’s beliefs occurring around age four.
In the classic Sally-Anne paradigm, for example, a child is introduced to a character’s belief about the
location of her toy (e.g. Sally puts her toy under her bed) followed by an event that renders this belief
false (e.g. while Sally is outside, Anne moves Sally’s toy to the closet). When asked where Sally will look
for her toy, children under the age of four point to the true location of the toy, whereas older children
recognize that Sally will act on the basis of her outdated belief (128). This phenomenon replicates across a
variety of paradigms and tasks, and has been taken as evidence for a key conceptual change in
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understanding other minds (102). However, more recent studies using measures of spontaneous lookingtime have revealed expectations about others’ beliefs within the first year of life (129). These new data
raise deep puzzles and challenges, which neuroscientific tools may help address (130).
Why do three-year-old children apparently fail to take others’ beliefs into account in their explicit
predictions and explanations of others’ actions? One possibility is that around four years, children develop
a new concept of other’s beliefs (101,102), integrated with their previously existing theory of other’s
desires, intentions, and actions. On this view, the difference between three and five-year-olds reflects a
reorganization of concepts within children’s theory of mind, and therefore plausibly the emergence of
distinct patterns of activity within existing brain regions, or the emergence of new regions within the ToM
network (e.g. the emergence of the right TPJ).
An alternative account is that children’s concepts of others’ beliefs may be stable over this period
(129,131), with improved performance on typical tests of theory of mind reflecting the maturation of
domain-general resources that unmask existing knowledge (e.g. children develop the inhibitory control
required to suppress prepotent tendencies to point where the object actually is: (132,133). If so,
performance on theory of mind tasks should be correlated with maturation of the brain systems that are
involved in executive function and inhibitory control (including dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) e.g. (134). This alternative view does not predict any association
between task performance around age four years and activity in brain regions associated with theory of
mind, like rTPJ and MPFC.
Although the critical tests have not been conducted, initial hints seem to favor the conceptual
change hypothesis: in four-year-olds, performance on standard theory of mind tasks is specifically related
to maturation of the rTPJ and MPFC (135). However, in this study, maturation was inferred from an EEG
measure of coherence of alpha waves at rest, where increased coherence is thought to reflect biological
maturation processes such as myelination. Thus, this measure cannot directly test whether representations
in the rTPJ and MPFC are changing. In older children aged five to twelve years, performance on an
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expanded battery of theory of mind tasks (including moral evaluations of accidents based on false beliefs)
is correlated with change in the rTPJ and MPFC, and not with change in DLPFC or IPS (118,136), and
the rTPJ in particular showed increased selectivity in its response to beliefs, as opposed to other social
information. However, these studies measured only the magnitude of response in each region, and so
provide limited access to the representations involved. Thus, it remains to future studies to test whether
maturation in executive function brain regions, or altered representations in rTPJ and MPFC, are better
predictors of changing performance on explicit tests of theory of mind.
A second set of questions concerns the abilities of younger children and even infants. Does infant
sensitivity to others’ beliefs depend on the same mechanism that adults recruit explicitly reasoning about
others’ beliefs, or are early theory of mind abilities supported by a distinct (possibly fast and automatic)
mechanism, as some have argued for early face perception? If the latter, does this “implicit” ToM
mechanism continue to operate in adulthood, in parallel with the cortical theory of mind regions involved
in explicit mental state reasoning (137–139)?
In principle, neuroscientific approaches could be used to address each of these questions, though
in practice there are methodological hurdles. For example, in behavioral research, the key signature of
belief understanding is that infants form differential action expectations when the other person has a false,
versus true, belief (e.g. (140,141). Recent studies have aimed to identify neural mechanisms involved in
spontaneous or “implicit” theory of mind in adults using modified versions of infant behavioral stimuli
that rely on this contrast between true and false beliefs (142,143). However, in adults, reasoning about
both false and true beliefs depends on (and elicits equivalent) activity in theory of mind brain regions
(144). Thus, a challenge for studying both theory of mind in infants, and a putative “implicit” theory of
mind in adults, will be to design an experimental condition that elicits spontaneous theory of mind, and a
control condition which does not, but which is matched for other low-level properties of the stimulus.
Newer experimental designs that focus on testing representational distinctions within theory of mind
regions (see below), rather than comparing conditions that do and do not elicit theory of mind, may
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provide a way out of this conundrum.
As we further understand the internal workings of the theory of mind network (i.e. what different
regions compute and represent), we can ask not only whether there is a region of cortex responsive to
mental states continuously over development, but also more precise questions regarding which
representations and computations are present innately, and which are constructed from specific kinds of
experiences. For example, an exciting line of research has begun to investigate one type of experience that
might affect the development of the ToM network: first-person visual experience. A dominant theory of
human social cognition proposes that mental state reasoning involves “embodied simulations” that are
dependent on first-person sensory experiences (145,146). On this proposal, mechanisms for reasoning
about others visual percepts and knowledge should depend on one’s own experiences with seeing
(147,148). Contrary to this hypothesis, congenitally blind individuals exhibit neural activity comparable
to the sighted participants when listening to stories describing mental states (149). This was true even for
mental states were formed on the basis visual percepts, and, as in sighted subjects, the rTPJ of
congenitally blind individuals contains information about the modality from which a belief is formed
(visual vs. auditory; (124). The striking invariance of ToM mechanisms to dramatic changes in
developmental experience suggests that pressures independent of visual experience drive the emergence
of this domain-specific cortical mechanism and its internal features. Are theory of mind mechanisms
similarly invariant to other changes in developmental experience (e.g. language delays in congenitally
deaf children: (150), and if not, which regions and representations are disrupted? Of course, research on
the neural representation of theory of mind is at an early stage; we are only beginning to understand the
internal computations of the mechanisms supporting ToM in adults. But as we build more nuanced
hypotheses about different processing stages and corresponding neural features, this may yield methods
and predictions for testing which representations are available in infancy, and for investigating the kinds
of experience that yield change in those representations over development.
CONCLUSIONS
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While the synergy of cognitive development and neuroscience holds tremendous promise, extant
neuroscientific approaches are not without limitations. First, the research described here generally
involved identifying “features” of different neural representations (e.g. the geometry of different face
parts, the reliability of a belief). While this feature-based approach has been productive, it is unlikely that
representations in all domains, particularly domains of high-level cognition such as theory of mind, can be
reduced to operations over lists of associated features (151,152). Recently, computational cognitive
scientists have formalized theory of mind and its development in terms of probabilistic inference over
structured, generative knowledge (e.g. rational planning models: (153). Thus, to capture the richly causal
and compositional nature of the representations in domains like theory of mind, neuroscientists will need
to move beyond a feature-based approach, incorporating the abstract, structured knowledge
representations that have been fruitful in other areas of cognitive science (154). Merging the efforts of
developmental science and neuroscience will raise methodological challenges as well. For example, many
of the future directions proposed this chapter will depend either on improving methods for studying neural
activity noninvasively in young infants (e.g. NIRS, infant fMRI), or on identifying appropriate animal
models and combining developmental methods such as controlling rearing (e.g. (66) with the tools of
neurophysiology (e.g. (55,56).
Despite these challenges, the progress already made in the cases of face perception and theory of
mind leave us optimistic about this approach. In this chapter, we have reviewed a number of recent
discoveries from neuroscience that shed light on the mechanisms underlying both face perception and
theory of mind. Moreover, we have sketched out future extensions of this work that may deepen our
understanding of the development of social perception and cognition. Neuroscience lets us characterize
different stages in processing, including intermediate stages encapsulated from behavior, and allows us to
identify features that govern the representations at different stages. This in turn, can be used to further
understand the development of these abilities.
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